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ABSTRACT

The notion of world lines is studied in the constraint

Bamlltonian formulation of relativistic point particle dynamics.

The particle world lines are shown to depend, in general ( in the

presence of interaction) on the choice of the equal time hyper-

plane (the only exception being the elastic scattering of rigid

balls). However, the relative motion of a 2-particle ayatorn and

the (olassical) S-matrix are independent of this choice. We in-

fer that partiole trajectories should not be regarded as frame

independent obaerrables in the classical theory of relatiristic

particles.
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0. IHTRODUCTIOH

We study the notion of particle world lines in the rela-

tiviatic phase apace formulation of classical point particles'

/18/
dynamics developed in* J on the basis of Dirac's theory of

constraint Hamiltonian systems** /3.5»67t

The R-particle dynamics is determined by a set of N gene-

ralized mass-shell equations

which define a 7N-dimensional surface J^ln the 8N-dimenaional

"large phase space" / (for the spinless particle case consi-

dered here a point in / is given by N pairs of 4-veotorsi

r2$-(Pi,Xi,- ,PffjXtf) ). Here <pK are Lorentz invariant function*

subject to some oonditions recapitulated In Sec, 1B. We Mention

here the important requirement that fK are first-class constraints,

which means that their Foisson brackets {'fci V/} vanish o n ^ ^ .

The functions rK not only determine the generalized N-partlcle

mass shell &• but also generate N vector fields on which

' The constraint Hamiltonian approach to relativiBtic point
partiole interaction was also adopted (in fact, rediscovered) in .
Recent work by Rohrlich /i57, which proceeds on similar Unas, differs
froro oura in that it abandons the notion of individual partiole co-ordinates
and trajectory (a generalized notion of "relative coordinates" -
whose sum over all particles is not required to vanish - is used
instead). As noted recently by Professor Rohrlich (private communi-
cation of October 1978) this difference is not essential: a slight
modification of his approach allows one to impose a linear relation
among the relative coordinates J of H«f. 15 and hence to define
single particles' coordinates. A Lagrangian approach to the problem
of relatlvlstio point partiole interactions, which leads to similar
constraint equations is being developed in the work of Takabayasi
et al. (see CM,87 and further references cited therein).lately, we

° f t h e W O r k o f Dr0I1-Vinceilt A / **"> follows a
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the restriction &L of the aymplectlc form iV=H ^P
Jit, *t«- 4

o n rH is degenerated. The relativiatic Hamiltonian is defined

as a linear combination of % (with /-dependent coefficients)

that leaves invariant some 3(N-1)-dimensional space-like surface

in the space of relative coordinates, which will be oalled the

"equal time surface11. (An example of such a surface is the plane

nXij^O (,J= f, ..,/V, where ft is a time-like vector which may

depend on the momenta.) The selection -of an equal time surface,

which exoludes the unphyaical relative time variables, is analogous

to specifying a gauge condition and will also to* referred to in

the sequel in such trams.

In Sea. 2A we introduce a notion of equivalent dynamics

which says, essentially, that two sets of constraints ^=0 and

%-0 are equivalent, if they lead to the same partiole world

lines (for the same gauge and initial conditions) and to the same

realization of the Poincarfi group. (Equivalent dynamics correspond,

in general, t» different aubmanifolds <Acaa& Mot f.) We prove

(in Sec, 2B for the case /l/=2.) that only piecewise straight

world lines are independent of the choice of the equal time sur-

face (and hence, independent of the Lagrange multipliers /?* in
the Hamiltonian / / = £ X # ) . This statement is a slight refinement

of recant results of Sokolov' -', obtained in an alternative

approach to the description of directly interacting relativletic

point particles* It also provides a new Interpretation of the

ao called "no-interaction theorem" of Currie et al.^' 3' 1 0^

(for a recent disoussion see also^''11'1^. It ia demonstrated in

Sec 2C that in the 2-particle oaee, for ^ - Ĵ  , the relative

motion (expressed in terms of the variables Xx and p 1

-4-



orthogonal to the total momentum P of the system) is gauge

invariant and ao la th« 2-partiole S~matrix.

An appendix includes a synopsis of some basic notions of

differential geometry (such as a sympleotio form sad a rector

field) used in the text, as well as a coordinate free formulation

of the constraint Hamilton!an approach to relativiatio point part-

iole dynamics and of the main theorem (of See. 2B).

1 . COUSTRAIITP HAHILTOBIO FORMULATION OP RELATITTCSTIC H-PAfiTICLE

DUTAMICS

Tor the reader's convenience,we start with a brief recapitula-

tion of the constraint dynaraioa approach to the relativistio

N-body problem developed in Ref.18 (with special attention

to the case lf=2).

A. Poincara invariant aymplectic structure on / .

The free particles' mass shell

In order to avoid unnecessary complications, we shall only

deal with splnlesa point partioles in this paper. The general

case of (massive) spinning particles Is considered in Ref.18.

A manifestly oovariant description of relativistio point

particles' kinematics requires the use of 4-dimensional ooordi-

nates and momenta. We shall consider the space Jviat "physical"

dynamical variables (including a separate time parameter for

each particle) as a 7N-dimensional surface in the SN-dimensionsl

extended phase space / (which is spanned by pseudoeuclidean

particle coordinates x,,.• , *# and momenta p,,.. ,P/s )• For

example the free particles1 mass shell jtio is given by

-5-

The "large phase apace" / can be regarded as a direct

product of single particle apacesi / — /7y- • x 'M • Baoh

carries m natural action of the (connected) Poiware group J x

(a, A) <p,x)-
and an /}<*i ̂ -invariant 1-form

(Here Aut 0 Is the group of automorphisms of the Poincare group

which consists of Poincare transformations and dilatations

{p\X}—*l£P>fxhf>o •) Ita differential i s a symplectio form*'

on f/f i

tl/K = d&K - dp*. A dxj1 (1.1b)

(summation over the repeated Hinkowski space vector Index ft ,

but not over the particle index X , is to be carried out in the

right-hand side of (1.1b)). Thus we can define a (Aut y V .

-invariant) syroplectic form

on / , which gives rise to the canonical Foleson bracket rela-

tions

(all other brackets among the basic phase space coordinates

vanishing).

We shall assume (see Sec. 1B below) that the surf ace
rtN

a Poincar* invariant submanifold of / . (This is obviously true

for the free particle mass shell -ylia%) As a consequence ^

For the reader's convenience,we have suamarieed basic definitions
and faots concerning symplectio forms and Polsson brackets
in Appendix A1.
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inherit the diagonal aotion of the Poineare group in / .Its

infinitesimal generators are given by

(1.3)

(1.4a)

where the wedge product A ia defined, as usual, by

(PAXjjrv—fyXy—PyX/t . (1.4b)

JOT Pi, X; satisfying the canonical Poisson bracket relations (1.2)

P and Msatisfy the Poiason bracket relations of the Poincar*

Lie algebra.

We shall proceed further with the special case N*2.

If we take as relative momentum (conjugate to the relative

coordinate/= ̂ —Xj ) the variable p (0.2)fthen the centre-of-

maas coordinate Ac conjugate to the total momentum IT (and com-

pleting the set of 4-vectors v*P >x to a canonical quadruplet)

should be taken as

(Beoause of the 5-dependence of the weights ^K (0.2),the non

conventional last term on the right-hand side of (1.6) is

to ensure the vanishing of the Poisson brackets {Xc , Xc I

The total angular momentum M (1,4) splits into a oentr«-

of—maga (orbital) part and a relative (internal) part:

On the free particle mass shell we have

(1.6)

(jThe weak equality sicn ẑ r i s used for equations that are only

valid on the physical subspace^^c (which coincides here

of the large phase space P[=P2} .J

-7-

The conserved (internal) angular momentum squared of the

2-particle system is given by

where

is the Pauli-lubanaki spin vector.

We note finally that the relative momentum p (0*2) is

orthogonal to x on the mass shellt

f= ± lm?-m?+pj-p>)= pP~ O. (1.8)

B. The generalized H-partiole mass shell

The generalized mass shell uvi for ^-interacting particles

is defined, Moor ding to H»f.l8 , by M constraints of the type

and an inequality, expressing the positivlty of the total energy

s = - F V P^PS+.-.+P^O. (1#9bJ

Tor the purposes of this paper we shall need the following pro-

perties of the deviations f^ from the free particle mass shell.

(i) Poincart invarlance: in order to simplify the discussion,

we shall make the slightly stronger assumption that PK. are

functions of the scalar produots of y,-j = yc -Xj and Pc .

(ii) Compatibility: the constraints ^ are first class,

(iii) Independence and time-like character; the % are

functionally independent and Bqa. (1.9) can be solved for the

particle energies in some reference frame, which, along with

Lorentz invariance of ,/vlImplies

-8-



t1.11)

for any choice of the P -dependent time-like vector /? . (The sign

is chosen to fit the free particle case; if we aet %'= T.'>K* + ~Z'".!,

then dei(n y~';~ H W* ^0 , aince the particle momenta are

assumed to be positive time-like, while n la negative time-like.)

Conditions (ii) and (ill) along with some regularity proper-

ties are partly incorporated in the following mathematical assump-

tion (see Appendix to Hef, 5 ) which will also tie adopted.

(IT) Pibre bundle structure on / ^ i the 7N-dim«nsional mani-

fold AL\M a fibre bundle with N-diuensional fibres spanned by the

integral ourvea of the vector fields y(.v on which the form (t)/,.

Is degenerate (see Appendix A.1 as well as the discussion after

Eq.(1.19) below). The 6lT-dimensional base space fZ of <& (whose

points <£ can be identified with the N-dimensional fibres in o& )

plays the role of the physical phase apace.

These requirements are supplemented in Bef. 18 by the

following additional assumption;

(v) Separability; the free particle mass shell is recovered

for large space-time separation between the particles:

Lim i>K= where

(confining potentials - of the type treated in fief, 11 - can

also be considered; however,the separation of the mass term in

Bq. (1.9) "tben bseomea ill defined),

A regularity requirement also imposed in Hef, 18 and de-

signed to exolude strong attractive singularities (leading to

falling on a centre) will not be discussed here.

How we again proceed to the special case N=2.

-9-

The compatibility condition (1.10) assumes a more tractable

form in terms of the functions

V-^-Pi^ 9 =,>ii P' ~/r- P; • (1.12)

where HA , are defined by (0.2):

/f - £ + d. w'-/r') (1"13)

Wa have

"- ~v' (1.14)

For a given D Sq. (1.14) can be regarded as a first-order

partial differential equation for <fi whose solution Involves a

functional freedom. It was pointed out in Hef. 18 that the

special solution, for whloh

D=o=Pj£ f1*l5)

contains enough freedom to aooommodate (in its quantized version

including spin) the quaalpotential equations^ * ' considered

so far. The general Poincare' invariant solution of the seoond

equation (1.15) is a function of five among the six Independent

scalar products of the vectors x , p, and P (exoluding xP )

<fi = <£>(**; s, pXi, P3; pPj.
Other solutions (with V?0 ) will be displayed in Sec. 2A.

Remark. If we replace (1.9b) by the stronger requirement

m*+afiK>o (P°*>O}J d.9o)

(that ia, If we assume that each PK is positive time-like)t

we shall have to modify the treatment of attractive potentials.

We shall illustrate the situation on the example of Coulomb in-

teraction of two oppositely charged particles.

According to the quasipotential approach to the bound state

problem in quantum electrodynamics (for a review see p4j i the

functions Vk in this case have the form

-10-



£= ̂ = f t r- (1.16a)

(In order to simplify the discussion we have neglected here the

higher order singular term — - ° ^ •+• 4 = - S ( L ) .) Assuming

a . we see that (1.9c) is satisfied iff

or

The constraint equation

or

(1.16b)

(1.16c)

allows the inequality to be expressed as a condition on P3 t

( i3< ) P* < S3+ M3 {frt <to )

(The f i r s t inequality, &*£?* , follows from (1.16c) for

S &)M*+-Yfi} . ) Angular momentum conservation provides,

according to (1.7) , yet another res t r ic t ion on the phase space

trajectory; we have

The conserved quantities S"and / are specified by the initial

conditions. If

* m* f • mf J>m*
then the particle world lines (and the corresponding phase space

trajectories) are not modified by the restriction (1.9c). If,

however,

m% \ ml
then the evolution law for the invariant variable px± (with

respect to the Hamiltonian (1,16b)),

-11-

has to be replaced by the discontinuous relation

Then we have

which ensures

ing case ( Si

bound state problem ( ix?+m! £ 5 <

-^f* The result is valid for both the scatter-

t , P ^ 6* for T-*^«» ) and the

° r $ ~§T

C. Bqual time surface, Hamiltonian, gauge transformations

We shall define the time evolution of the system in terms

of the constraints (1.9). To this end we must first select a

family of equal time surfaces. For the sake of simplicity, we

restrict our attention to the 2-particle case and take the set

of bjperplanes in the space of relative coordinates

nx~O {>c=y,-x,l , (1.17)

where ft is a (possibly P -dependent) time-like vector such that
it in)

{ft>VK]~0 * W e shall demand that the Hamiltonian ft be a

linear combination of the constraints, whioh has sero Poisson

brackets with nx on M . This requirement determines H up

to a single Lagrange multiplier A (whose sign will fix the direct

ion of the time axis):

(Note that, according to (1.11), n-^H^Ss

A family Q^ot functions on P=T* is said to be gauge invari-

ant if the time evolution of each /f ,7" generated by the Hamilton-

ian (1.18) for any choice of tl and •! does not lead it out of ,7"»

Iff in addition, 'jT is irreducible in the sense that it does not

contain a non-trivial gauge-invariant subset, then it will be call-

-12-



•d an invariant or frame-independent observable.. A special case

of an observable ia a single function of the dynamioal variables

which has zero Poisson brackets with the constraints o n ^ t The

ten generators (1.3), (1.4) of the Polnoar* group provide examples

of such simple observablea. In general, the observables are given

by 2-parameter families of functions /7/'J«,,CQ^ ¥={ft,1Xt-if> y I

defined by the system of partial differential equations

and the initial condition

(1.19b)

The 2-parameter local group of canonical gauge transformations

by (1.19) is a subgroup of an in-

finite parameter gauge group Q(!lj generated by arbitrary linear

combinations of ^ and Ĵ  (with variable coefficients*^). ( C(M

invariance of observables reflects reparainetrization invariance

of phase space trajectories.) For a given /'e'y^'the orbit

» » = p / i B 2-dimensional and coincides with the fibre in & con-

taining Y . We shall see in Sec. 2B below that (interacting)

particle world lines are only invariant under a subgroup ^fjfJ of

JU) generated by multiples of the Hamiltonian.

Note that the Hamiltonian H of Ref.iS ia recovered from

(1.18) for D=O=P^i\>y taking H = ~P , that is

Z*-P*~0, (1*20)
and A= 4'. More generally, we have

(1.21a)

(Jttj can be defined as the subgroup of JZ)i/f/J'fAtb.e group of

all diffeomorphiems of </& ) which leaves each fibre ^

~u/ (1.21b)

{toTft1ti given by (1.13^). ?or D~0~P^ the Hamiltonians AH

(for positive Poincare invariant A ) along with the subsidiary

condition (1.20) play a privileged role in the 2-particle dynamics

because of their manifest oovariance and symmetry with respect to

particles' permutation, and we shall often refer to them in what

follows.

Note, finally, that the physical phase space f* oan be

parametrized in the gauge (1*17) by the points of the surface of

initial conditions

invariant.

-13-

where the time parameter t=ia has,by definition, zero Poisson

brackets with all dynamioal variables, and we have taken ft to be

negative time-like ( n'<~lni ),

D. The case of an infinite potential. Example» elaatio

scattering of relatlvistlc balls

The lifflit in which the interaction term <ft tends to in-

finity in some domain of the invariant variables may be a mean-

ingful idealization from a physical stand-point and ia perfectly

admissible mathematically. A neat way to take care of such a

limit is to restrict (in a PoincarS invariant manner) the range

of phase space variables. We shall illustrate the Idea on the

example of the elastic scattering of two relativistio (spinlesa)

balls of finite (energy dependent) radii.

The 14-dimensional "space of stateart ,m(aJot the system is

defined as the portion of the free particle mass shell . D̂ In

which tha invariant distance /'xf between the particle centres

is larger than some positive number K/£j i

-14-



(1.23)
It turns out that such a restriction of the range of dynamical

variables la equivalent to the introduction of an Interaction

leading to noitfrivial scattering (of what could be called

"relativistio rigid balls").

Fixing a Hamiltonian, aay

H,=j(P'-t3toh (1.24)

we start with a system of incoming particles (for 'C—> — cxi )

of total energy square Sand relative momentum

Hext v* not* that the (conserved) angular momentum squared (1.7)

can be defined in terms of the "in" variables as follows. The

asymptotic behaviour of Xj_ for large negative T (determined by

the free Hamiltonian //, ) is Xj. = P,^r-Zi^a(whaTO pir,P=P=Ta=

then £*= (£S*(S, where o'lsj-ft is given by (1.6). Now,

if t?2> ffisjtf3fSj , then the particles will move freely. If,

however, R HOMds the lapaot parameter * , i.a. if

then

*1--"•(£+/&(?-Ztnf d.2T)
would become smaller than RS (and thus leave y £ ) for ('^~-~'Z'cyl)>

where

- 'tin, ~-fi • (1.28)

We can write

where

for

Q - - i L
L t l so that °, - .^ ...̂  - ^ _ f * - _ ^ 2 (1 . 3 0 )

-15-

The restriction X*^V^(S) and the continuity of partiole

trajectories (along with the conservation laws) now dictates the

following reflection law for the relative momentum:

:« for T< T(

P~t for T> T,

where

ut — * (-Pin) >

so that

Then
XjT)=ptT).(T-<r.)

satisfies

1 ~~

(1.33a)

(1.33b)

(1.34)

T.I +T£>1? . (1.35)
The solution thus obtained does indeed satisfy angular

momentum conservation

Conversely, the conservation law (1.36) implies that the vector

valued functions PIT) and Xj. (Ti always remain in the 2-plane of

the "in" vectors P>« and "£ so that yDout la a linear combina-

tion of p±n and ^ . There are just two suoh linear combinations

satisfying both (1.33a) and (1.36) (along with (1.30) )j these are

P t= P 1 a n d tbst e l T 9 n b v t h a right-hand side of (1.32).

The first solution la excluded by the Inequality Xx ?#
a(and by

the continuity of Xj. ft) ). Thus, indeed, the solution (1.31),

(1.32) and (1.34) of oar scattering problem is uniquely determined

by the initial conditions (1.25) *nd (1.29)and by the conservation

laws. In particular, the conservation of the component of

-16-



tangent to the sphere ^~^ M(which is, in general, an independ-

ent assumption - see, e.g., Appendix II to R«f. 19 ) comes out,

in the 2-particle case, as a consequence of energy and angular

momentum conservation*

2. SPACE-TIME TRAJECTORIES ATO SCATTERING MATRIX

A. The notion of world line. Equivalent dynamics

For a Hamiltonian of type (1.18); choosing the time variable

• iz °< -
(2.1)

(or as some monotonously increasing function of i ) amounts to

fixing the lagrange multiplier A . Indeed, is order to ensure

the consistency of (2.1) with the time evolution, we should

require

Taking Into account that ^ =}~-£ and, henoe,

(H™ nx,j ̂  {H!\ »X,) ̂ {Hi", *X} ~ ̂  ,

where d is the determinant (1.11), we find

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

(If we set I~ f(nX) , where f>0% then we get J = _̂ 2 •

/ r"yi/

Given a pair of points ,' f-»,?j) on the plane (1.22) and initial

velocities Xi = U, , 0Cz= V, at t=J;B (where the dot indicates

differentiation with respect to the variable c ), we have a

unique pair of trajectories ( X * ^ , Xi (t)) satisfying the initial

conditions
-17-

These trajectories are independent of ? (since a change of ?t

amounts to a rescaling of the time parameter on each world line),

but depend, In general, on fi .

Two pairs of constraints ^-Q-^ axd.'f,^V~% shall be

considered as physically equivalent if for any fixed choice of

the time-like veotor H they lead to the same world lines for

the same Initial conditions, and if, In addition,they give rise

to the same realization of the Poinoarl group (the latter means

that there is a one-to-one correspondence )f-*%/ ot J^onXs^,

which leaves the world lines and the Polnoare group generators

(1.3), (1*4) Invariant). In order to incorporate the usual treat-

ment of (elastio) scattering, we shall also require that asymptot

ically, for xl—*o° , the particle momenta P* and fi, have the

same limit. [Thia implies the vanishing of A* in Bq.(2.3) t«iow for

(positive) arguments.}

Hote that this notion of physical equivalence singles out

the Xlnkowaki space trajectory along with the Foincare group

generators as a more fundamental objeot than the phase space

pioture. The notion of partiole momentum (for fixed coordinates)

ia n«t determined by the canonical Poiason bracket relations.

Indeed the transformations

are easily verified to be oanonloal (for any ohoice of the smooth

function/^). Moreover, they leave the coordinates unaltered and

because of the Foinoaro invarianoe of F* , the generators of the

-18-



Poinoare group do not change either:

. Zfl.̂ -1/7, i=F ' - J S , A X = I A A ^ / = ' V J (2.4)
In fact, it is not difficult to prove that locally the transform-

ations of type (2.3) are the most general with all these

properties* In the 2-partiole case the second equation (2.3)

can be rewritten in terms of the single relative coordinate x=K*

as follows J

(where B/^l~^f ). Such transformations leave the X -space

trajectories invariant and, therefore, relate physically equi-

valent theories (in the above terminology) to each other.

We can use the freedom in the choioe of B in (2.5) (or/7"

in (2.3))to seleot a standard representative of the constraints

(1.9). One way to do that is to assume that for the privileged

gauge condition (1.20) and Hamiltonian (1.21) the relative velo-

city X vanishes weakly for p-0. We have

<2£l/jy+ $£>) _i

(2.6)

Hence, our standardization condition is

(2.7)

(Hote that for %= £[m?+{Pn+

we have j+ f' B 'ft *V and (2.7) implies

*J The fact that the functions %,2 =jC^\ + (Ai
are In Involution was first notioed In Ref. 20.

-19-
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B. Frame dependence of interacting partiolea' world lines

We shall demonstrate in this section that the notion of

gauge lnvarianoe (introduced in Sec. 1C) ia too restrictive to

aooomoodat*- apace-time particle trajectories in the preeence of

a nontrivial interaction. More precisely, we shall establish the

following negative result.

Theorem. Consider for each point X of the generalized 2-

partiole mass-shell JvL ,

}f=(p,>p3)X1,Xl)€j^ , (2.8)

the 2-dimensional fibre ^ - fset of Yfaf^.t&iJjeSt*- , such

that ̂  = {¥>,J}, f(0,°}=f} through t • !»• projeotions %=K& ,

k~~\,2,ot this fibre into the Hinkowski spaoe of eaoh particle,

are one-dimensional, if and only if the trajectories TK are

pleeewise straight lines.

Remark. In a less technical language the theorem says that

a 2-partiole system has gauge invariant world lines (in Hinkowaki

space) only if we deal with the elastic scattering of rigid balls

(desoribed In Sec. 1D), in particular, If the motion is free.

Indeed, if the projections were 2-dimensional,we would need a

(gauge dependent) subsidiary condition to define the 1-dimension-

al world line of eaoh particle.

Proof. In one direction the theorem is trivial. If the

constraints are given by
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20.

(of* Sec. 2A), or, more generally, i f

obviously

^°=5TT, . «»»

(2.11)

and hence, the projections T^ — JTK ̂ # of the fibre Y* are

one-dimensional.

The converse statement is both more interesting and more

difficult to establishi given that

oLifflTie = 1, K=1>2, (2.12)

where TK is the manifold (2.9), prove that the constraints >J

oan be chosen in the form (2.10). We shall proceed in two steps.

First, we shall see that the assumption of the theorem leads

to So,. (2.11) for some linear combinations of the original con-

straints, Seoond, we shall show that the general solution of (2.11)

satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) of Sec. 1B it given sssentî iiy ty (2.10).

fhese two steps form the content of the following two lemmas .

£emma.l± If assumption (2.12) is satisfied, then we oan find

in the neighbourhood of each point ]f of ̂ i two independent linear

combinations of the original constraints

</* r^rP U? -L./* U? j/—-y o (•> ii\

that satisfy (2.11) or, equivalently,

*K -n- If* (2.14)

^oof_of_Lemma_1i Let ", and <5̂  be the proper-time para-

meters on the world lines T, and 7J . Assumption (2.12) implies

M j The subsequent dlaoussion is addressed to the reader who
wishes to hare an idea of why the "frame dependence* theorem
is valid without getting involved with the mathematical subtleties.
A more general formulation of the results and a rigorous proof is
given in Appendix A3.
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that one oan choose (in the neighbourhood of each point

and ^ a« local coordinates In the fibre (smoothly depending on

the fibre)i than

where &iA nay depend on the point Y of«*€ bat not on the index

yY (there is no summation in the right-hand side). It follows

from (1.11) that

Setting for the matrix

( 7 = B~* *

we obtain

C - (Cij) in (2-13)

= JJ r — Bn z"1

(2.17)

Xt}= ***£„. (2.18)

On* oan construct such a continuation of Ct/ (and Bdj )

for whioh Be,. (2,18) becomes a strong equality and hence Bq.

is also valid in the strong sense (see the proof of

FrojxJ«itlo« 1 in Appmdir A3).

Hot*. This part of t*e proof readily extends to the H-

partiole case. Assuming the validity of (a. 15) «nd (2.16) for

eet-ting

(2.19)

4*1
we obtain the counterpart of (2*18) for k »1,...,A/. If w* wish

to use (2.15) and (2.19) as global relations on - ^ w e must

assume tbat.^ia a globally trivial fibre bundle (so that it

is diffeomorphio to fZ x & ). Such an aasumptlon, however, ia

not needed for the validity of our theorem (cf. Appendix A).
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2 1 .

£S5S3..2i ^ * constraints J£~0, satisfying (1.10) and (2.14)

can ba replaced by equivalent constraints either of type (2.10)

or of the fora

"-BfPV, % = Pi* + ̂ C)/1?* — B/}X*/. (2.20)

Poincarft invarianoe, along with (2.14)

tal l* US that each !-pr depends on three scalar variables which will

be chosen as

(2.21)

Using the Poisson bracket relations

(2.22)

we obtain

(2.23)

Since the variable P«P* only appears in the first term, its

coefficient should vanish.

There are three possibilities; .

**+!§
As a consequence of the implicit function theorem, in thia case,

the equations %-& — % can be solved with respect to 5,and S^

(in some neighbourhood of tha point under consideration) so that

the equations defining the generalized mass-shell i/2z( in that

neighbourhood) can be written in the form

%~SK+FK {!**,?>). (2.24a)

Then the vanishing of 4-i
3 i i ? ̂ -the strong equation

(2.24b)

-23-

Since the left-hand side of this equation is independent of

while the rlgh1j-hand side is independent of Ut , we deduce

or

I

Inserting" ¥• *&{ <fz into E^(2.23), we find that W

W^are independent of X . This leads to (2.10).
b) 0=O^ If (locally).

The canonical presentation of Jot (consistent with (2.23)) in
this case i s (2.20). lo-te thai i%,\\~ VL +%. («0) far >̂

by (2.so).

(locally).

There is no solution of the compatibility condition (2.23) in

this case.

Thia proves Lemma 2.

To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to verify

that the constraints (2.20) also lead to (locally) straight line

trajectories. The simplest way to see it,is to use the Hamilton-

ian

H-,2 = % + % = Px + ClFx* . (2.25)

which gives x = 0, x-,(T) = Xi(o)+[x,iQ)-xj<j>'}T,xitr)--.Kjo)+crli(»-Xi/»)]T .

The independence of the world lines of the choice of the Hamil-

tonian is implied by (2.11). Note that condition (1.11) implies

that X=X,-X3 {=x1f0>-Xif0)J should bs a (positive) time-like

vector.

Remark^ The case (2.20) violates the separability condition

(v) of Seo.LB and seems globally unphysical, but we do not see

a natural way to exclude it locally.
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Since our treatment (especially in Lemma 2) ia local (see

also Appendix A3) and uses smoothness in open neighbourhoods, it

does not apply to boundary points of the generalized maas shell

(if such exist as in the case of scattering of elastic balls,

considered in Sec. 1D). Thus it leaves room for piecewiae straight

world lines, which are also frame independent.

We conjecture that the theorem is true for any /V> 2.

The negative result thus established is the counterpart of

the no-interaction theorem of Ourrie, Jordan, Sudarshan and

leutwyler* '-*' * •* in the constraint formulation of relativia-

tic classical dynamics (of. alBo [16,15]).

0. Gauge invariance of the relative motion and of the

scattering matrix

The result of the preceding section at first eight looks

rather distressing. In the presence of a non-trivial interaction,

particle world lines can only be defined if we fix an initial

data surface (of type (1.17)) and then they depend on the choice

of the vector ft . It turns out, however, that (at least for

constraints satisfying (1.15)) the gauge dependence is confined

to the time evolution of the centre-of-mass variable and can be

taken explicitly Into account. The physioally relevant relative

coordinate trajectory and the 2-particle scattering matrix are

gauge invariant.

In order to see this, we first write the Hamiltonian that

leaves the gauge condition (1.17) Invariant, is the fora

H W = np ffn P* ~ n §p) % + (nf}j> *"ip} ̂  /
(2.26)
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where V is given by (1.21). (It ia obtained from the expression

(1.18) for *, = J, ^ and •? =1.1 We observe that

,'i>; \ '•- ̂  ..;/?:, (2.27)

so that the time evolution of Xj. and p ie indeed independent of

the choice of ?l t

The gauge dependence of the oentre-of-mass variable (1.6)

oan be found explicitly by solving the equation

If w» denote tha variable oonjugate to h by T , «o that

then the (^-dependence of Xe (T-<*) Is givwt by

:"''The evolution of Xc w l t n re«pect to the time parameter T:

conjugate to the Hamiltonian n (2.26) can than be expressed

in t«rm« of XC(T,<S)%

Similarly, for the individual particle coordinatea we have

(n ^2)

Assume sow that we hava an elastic scattering problem,

for which the following limits exist:

tim pt(r)=P?= tit* IXflTtO) a*^f!^ *>r r*_«

h«r«

(2,33b)
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than for

/yfl-4

jin-:*)

we have

Obviously, the corresponding 4-velocities '•/.- (normalized by

-1) are independent of /? . Since the scattering matrix

•*" into

of which are gauge invariant), it is gauge in-

variant as well.

transforms (by definition) the rectors '•(•, , ̂  ,

3 . SUKKABT AITD DISCUSSIOH

The results of this paper may be aummarized In the following

simplified manner.

Define the generalized masa shell At and the equal tine

surfaoe by

J't •• (3.D

( 3 > 2 )

where we use the kinematlcal notation of Sea, 1A. Every linear

combination of the constraints (3*1) (with variable coefficients)

whioh has zero Poiason bracket with /£-• is proportional to

the "Hamiltonian"

HM=H-fel"l$*»PW (~O). (3.3)
The tine evolution generated by this Hamlltoulan leads to indi-

vidual particle trajectories given by (2.32) which depend ex-

plicitly on the time-like vector ft. . In the free particle case

the time T'n> dependence of XK still includes the vector H ;

-27-

however, the (straight) world lines of the two particles do not.

This can be made manifest by introducing the proper time variables

in terms of which we can write

Xr!T«)-X*(o/=P*TK, **1,2. (3.5)

The theorem proven in Sec. 2B asserts that the piecewlse

straight line motion is the only one for which particle traject-

ories are "gauge" (i.e. -fl~ ) independent.

In the general case, the relative coordinate still has a

non-invariant evolution law

but the /?-dependence is only present In the term proportional

to P and hence disappears in the orthogonal relative variable

X± (O.i) . Thus the relative motion is gauge independent. An

elementary analysis carried out in Sec. 2C shows that the Bazne

is true for the 2-particle scattering matrix.

It is only in the centre-of-mass motion (which is commonly

regarded as physically uninteresting) that the gauge dependence

of particle trajectories (in the presence of interaction) mani-

fests itself. This result seems to indicate that centre-of-masa

motion should not be regarded as a strict observable. It should

be noted,however, that such a conclusion would imply non-observ-

ability of some relative variables in the N-particle case (for

N > 3 ) . We would like to point out that the constraint dynamical

approach to the case H > 3 is not yet fully understood* .

Jv"'Note that in tl» recent work by Crater'lJ on the 3-partiole

case the compatibility condition {ftl %}=O is not satisfied.

Concerning the oomplioations inherent to the many-particle oase,

see f\y} and /i67.
-28-
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APPERDU A

A GEBERAL CO-ORDINATE FREE FORMTJLATIOH OP RESULTS

The objective of thia appendix is two-fold. First, in Sao.

A1 we summarize for the benefit of the physicist reader some of

the terminology concerned with sympleotio forms and reotor fields*

Then we present a general and preoise differential geometrio

formulation of the results of the present paper, including a

coordinate free recapitulation of the relevant part of the phase

space approach to relativistic point particle dynamics of Ref.18,

A1. Sympleotio forms, vector fields, Poiseon brackets - a synopsis

Let P be a differentiate manifold with local coordinates

Y-{ifM) . A 2-form Won P i s given in local coordinates by

L& — — (tha of a /\ cf o t v*»i)

where Wj*l]f) i s a skew-symmetric tensor and a){/\dX^~ — djC^A^ll'

A vector field X=XM<>n ' *• given in local coordinates by

an expression of the form

which determines (for each point X ) a contravariant vector X I

Every 1-fonn U^C^CfQ oan be associated *ith a C (D-linear func-

tional $(X)oT*T the veotor field*j to this end we juet set

8/X) = 8*X°'. CA.3)
(In other words, the apace of 1-forma 7r f? ia dual to the

tangent apace h H at the point J" . ) Similarly, every 2-form

•>

' In writing this synopsis the authors were Influenced by the
lucid exposition of the Appendix to Ref.5, A ooncise mathema-
tical review of clasaioal mechanics in differential geometrio
terms can be found in Rer.19.
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gives rise to a skew-symmetric bilinear functional oa lgr\

(JDOC, YM*p("&<a Y/)(r)f= - w(Y> XM)• (A.4>
The form oJ la called non-degenaratt if the equality

W[X,Y}-a for any ohoioe of X and fixed Y implies K-0. For

the non-degeneracy of a 2-form CO on f it is neoesaary that f

is even dimensionali cltm"m 2n ; a necessary and sufficient con-

dition for be non-degenerate is then provided by the re-

quirement that the 2n-form (& doe a not vanish. In the special

oase of the form (1.1b), we have W^ 4^° , since it is the

volume form on Q * The form f^is called oloaed if

that is equivalent to the Jacob! condition fy. 114,-1-0,04,.+ fy Uj*< «O.

k olosed non-degenerate 2-fora W is called ayropleotio.

Given a aymplectio form W, there always exist oanonioal

(local) coordinates f ^ fp^^vj such that

(JU = dpr A

To each (smooth) function r (ifj and sympleotic fon (JJ

on / we make correspond a rector field Xf (called a Hamiltonian

vector field) defined by

For each pair of functions f and g we define the Foisson bracket

It is easily verified that in the canonical local coordinates

(A.8a)

-31-

where ti>uf is the inverse matrix of CUJ./ (which is also skew-

symmetric ) t

WWy^S*,. U.8C)

Eq. (1.2) is then derived by notioing that

The Hamiltonian veotor fields realize a representation of the Lie

algebra of Poisaon brackets:

Hots that, according to (1.1), (O~L (JL>K where < ^ is the
* • • /

oanonioal sympleotio fora on the cotangent vector bundle*^

on Kinkowski space

UUK ~.d6K =

(A.10)

U.11)

u' The tangent bundle TM over a differentiable manifold U

is a veotor bundle with base K and fibre the tangent vector

space TXM at each point x (regarding M as the configuration

space of a dynamical system we can identify T,M with the

velooity space at X ). The 00tangent bundle T*M is defined

in a similar fashion by replacing T,M by its dual ijM (which

is the space of linear farms on TXK; in the above mechanical

picture,the vectors in TXH play the role of momenta).
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A2. General constraint, formulation of relativiatic.

Hamiltonian dynamics

T/e define the extended N-particle phase space aa the direct

product

of the ("large") single particle phase spaces (A.10). It 1B

equipped with the aymplectie fcrm

(where (Uy is given by (A. 1.1)) and with the related Foisaon

bracket structure (1.2). We have a natural action of the Poincarfi

group 7^ in P with generators (1.3) and (1.4)i

(#, A ) : (Pi1x-,->-->PN,x*)—>(Ap*,A*,-K*i;.-;fipf/!f\x/<+*) (A.14)

(that is the diagonal action of ̂ i n PN ).

The N-particle ralatlvistic Hamiltonian dynamics is speci-

fied by giving a submanifold .Vt <r/~7'*with the following properties.

(1)- L is a connected Foincar6 invariant submanifold of

of codlmension A/ (in other words, ̂ '0- '-JB).

(2) The set AfT/^/of all tangent vectors on</^, on

which the restriction ^/^ of the 2-form (A.13) is degenerate,

is an H-dimenaional integrable vector subbundle of TM* , such

that the foliation

A vector subbundle r of a tangent bundle is integrable
if the conmutator of any two sections of "̂""10 again a section
of/"".

-33-

ia a locally trivial fibre t>a&dl<* (of. Appendix to Ref, 5 ).

(Condition (2) ensuraa, in particul&r, the compatibility con-

dition (ii) of Sec. IB for the constraints ^'-0,which define

'̂- in the neighbourhood of each point.)

(3) be the projection

We demand that >'• b« a local diffeomorphisn. The Lorents in-

var iance of ̂ guarantees that this oondition does not depend

on the choice of the reference frame. (This is the counterpart

of condition (iii) of Sec. 1.B.)

A manifold^with the above properties ia oalled the

generalized (N-partiole) mass shell. The 6H-dimensional factor

space Q (A.15) is called the (proper) phase space of the

system. The tavm.i£// gives rise to a (non-degenerate) sympleotic

form (£Jr on fZ • Indeed, it follows from (A.15) that the values

'JJ(y,Yk)ot the 2-form W tor X,Y^TrJl do not change whan X and

Y vary in the corresponding equivalence olasaea, so that U//M

doea indeed define a 2-form UU+ on fZ . The non-degeneracy of

(£Jr follows from the definition of K&r fa/j<j, Since L^and U)

are both ty-invariant, fZ inherits the action of the Foincare

group and (JU+ is invariant with respect to this action.

We end this section with a few comments.

1) Conditions (1 )-(4), under which a aubmanifold jCC^- F"

specifies a relativistic N-partiole dynamics,are a generaliz-

ation of assumptions (i)-(iv) of Sec. 1B. (The main difference is

that we do not demand that̂ -̂t t>« defined globally in tenns of H

equations of the type (1.9).}

These conditions, however, do not exhaust the physical

desiderata, listed in Ref.18. Most important, the separability
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requirement (v) of Sec. IB is not included in (1)-(4), since it

ia not used in the present paper.

2) The notion of a relativiatio Hamiltonian aystem is readi-

ly extended to include the case of colliding "balls (cf. the

example of Sec. 1D). To thia end the (Poincare invariant) mani-

fold /^should be allowed to have a boundary with given reflect-

ion laws on it (of. Appendix II to Ref. 19 , where such an extens-

ion is carried out in the case of holonomial mechanics).

A3. Hon-invarianoe of particle world lines

Let us now assume the existenoe of invariant world lines.

This means that the projection 7fK IY*) of a fibre Y*^^ (or,

equivalently, of a point Y* £ IZ ) on the *-th copy of Hinkowski

space, M,,, is a one-dimensional olosed submanlfold in M*. Our

objective is to find (under this assumption) a canonical form

for the looal equations of the U-dimenslonal foincare invariant

surface JtO.<=-F— F - »t generio pointa.

Part of the discussion is general and will be oarried out

in the H-partiole case.

WOT every X&& there exist an (open) neighbourhood

C/eT'V^ and f smooth functions %,..., ?# defined in U ,

such that

Mv=Mf\v^ M%nM£ n... n^t ^%, JVH
where ( A - l 6 a )

Moreover, as a oonsequenoe of assumption (2) of the previous

section,

/
jtnu
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.* F O '

'--7^ / ' of i and H funotions

(A.16) »nd (1.1T) and auob that

9i-

thers exist a neighbourhood

^iU), I •- *••-,#, natlsfylng

(A.18)

a sufficiently small heighbourheod U-~ P^ ctt the

point Jf8 e ^ s u o a that the fibre bundle Jf U~j^f^^-* /C -G<91&

i s tr iv ia l , we choose I functions, say %(Y) satiafying (A. 16)

(A.17), and a section $: ft V—>J£U such that £/?„) = & .

Using condition (3) of Sec. A2 (which Implies that if 7TM i»

the projection map from<^to the configuration space MM
 t

iB •P«aa«d by H time-like vectors) along

with the assumption of gauge invarianoe of particle world l ines,

we can parametrize every point tfedt by the coordinates

( & ye1,,..., <*„,-£*<<?*<£* , >-A-.J*),where <fk can be taken as

the proper time parameter on the world line of the £-th particle|

we shall f ix the origin in the space of these time parameters by

demanding that they vanish on the section S i ^ (S(X,l)m 0, *-•>. ,V.

We can now define the (smooth) vector fields -^- ,.. ., •°>~- ,

which are tangent to the fibres* Since for every ^ f ^ ^ t h e Hamil-

tonian vector fields Xyk span the subspaoe Kef

** This proof uses without explanation the language and some
basic faots of differential geometry. Te recall, in particular,
the locally trivial character of a fibre bundle (meaning that in
a sufficiently small neighbourhood of each point i t i s isomorphlc
to the direct product of the fibre with the corresponding neigh-
bourhood in the base space). We only consider smooth sections,
oo-ordinatea and v*otor f i e lds . In t i« qouiss of th» proof w* put a
nun'ber of r«quirem»ntB on.fia neighbourhood L/C I > which na^ foroe ua
to replao* i t sany times t>j m smaller neigb'bourbood. In order to avoid
pedantio repetit ions, we do not spall out thio r«B*rk t u b time i t ia in
order. (For the expert ve aould eay that only germe of oulmanifolds

and funotiona at • giren point are actually needed.)
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of tha tangent space
•the basis Xf.. :

, eaoh ~ can be deoompos«d in

7 V = i,. ...A/J also form a basis implies that

(A.20)

The fact that

Next we extend £ / / (in a smooth way) to the neighbourhood l/<=f

so that (A.20) remains valid (this can always tie achieved at the

prioa of poesibly further restricting the original neighbourhood

L* •). Then we replace r£ (in U) by

9t ^X-Cii^l. (A. 21)
Due to (A.20) the functions /£ also satisfy conditions (A.16) and

(A.17) (assumed valid for V* ) and thus determine the piece JK

of the surface \Min the neighbourhood t/. Moreover, the new

functions have the property

= O

for

To verify (A.22) we note that

xr i - 3 . *z

(A.22a)

(A.22b)

(A.23)

(The first eolation (A.23) follows from (A.19),(A.21) and from

the identity

the second is implied by (A.16).) Eq. (A.23) and the con-

struction of the vector field ^ give;

(A. 25)

- 3 7 -

%j(li,Xii—ifit.ib)^Xi (of. the t.ginaing of this section) j

note that the left-hand side of U.25) i s equal to £f because

of (A.8a).J '

We need, in general, one more change ffff-f^J—*/^---, T#)

ia order to extend the validity of (A.22) from M to U'. To start

with, we note that according to (A.22a) the 4(»-i)-dimenaional veo-

tor HUbbundle Ml ot TP with fibres generated by

i . tangent to J<% at ^ u ,

W* shall deaonatrate that tha

of Mi/r aad ifM has dimension 8S-1

Indeed, oa one hand,

bacaua* jM^stftf and iL la tangant to Mfy

as a conaequence of (A.22a)i hence

(i.e. the linear envelope)

edt"), OP

. CA-27)

for

(A.28a)

Chi tna other hand, it follows from (A.22b) that for every fixed

j. (=1,...,A/J at least one of the WHOT»J^J,/ (p-"0,1>i,3)

-L- I t i. not tangaat to M
 U=r/)jf^ , •<> **»*

hi

This iJBplias that

or equivalently

*
$//-!,

it +T#M) ^1. (A. 28b)

3qs. (A.28«) and (A.28b) yield the desired result (A.27).

Thus tha union (In tf&JlV ) of tha integral manifolde

(through Ĵ  > of th« (intograi>l«) aut-bundi* f/^ i» a surface
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of oodimension 1 sue* that

'V

# Brery a«t

of fUHOtlons ^

in th« eenae that

*hioh determines tb« surface*

^M^, JY; \ t ° >Te^l\ "W*"-" Eqe.(A.l6) an<l

(A.17) along with a stronger version of Sqs, (A.22)i

(A.29)

Finally, we replace by

it follows from (A.29) that ̂  is actually Independent of pj.-i^jp^,—»^,.

The functions ^ satisfy all conditions(A.16-18). The pro-

position la proven.

Proposition 2^ Por every a in a dense open subset of i

the neighbourhood (/ and the functions $ can be ehoaen in

such a way that Ĵ  only depend on the scalar products of the

arguments xtt, >&,,..., *r*-iw» ™d V

Proof. Por N=1 the statement is trivial. Thus assume S ̂  2,

Let r" ba the aet of all points feT* suoh that the vectors

flfli-Arfl';.^2«t...V»y^ are not coplanar. T ^ can be
characterized also as the set of all points ^e PM whose orbits

j o have maximal possible dimension (equal to 10). / is a d«a«*

open subset of F • Consider the subset Ni of ~TP defined by

where /VJ is the vector subbundle of TH introduced earlier

(see (A. 26)) and Xp X**,. a r 0 tlaa Hamiltonian vector fields

corresponding to the Hamiltonians P, and Af,,̂  (see (1.3) and

(1.4); in other words, Ap and Ji^ are the generators of the

Poincarfi group). A; ifl a 4N+6-dimensional integrable vector sub-

bundle of TP" .
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L«t M=</tfflr, Por (Tf^tha proof of Proposition 2 la

quit* similar to that of th» last part of Proposition 1 (trans-

ition from % to % ) so that 11 will aet be reproduced bar*.

Now, w« prove that Vom open sa

purpose oowider tha M

wh«r«

that

d«nse

« 0,1,2) i« th« n t of a l l points

= i

Por this

We hare

u.33)

sueh

. It Is

not difficult to prove that P({, are smooth snbmanifolds of

with dimQ'L 4. t/in/^tf-Vh-6, ^

that Is tha decomposition

^ 4^6 . Tale means

the sub«anifold with BUTiiial dimension is JvCca) (whioh is formed

by ooplanar sets of reotors) and this dimension is not greater

than 4*t6. Recalling that dimM. 7I>4H+6 for N>2 we oonolude

that for the ease H^3 Proposition 2 is proven. Unfortunately,

for U-2, 7S-4I+6, so the proof of the fact thate^t i» dense also

in this case must be sodifled. To do this we shall use the state

ment of Proposition 1 (which was irrelevant for the case N ^ 3 ) .

Suppose that the interior of «/«rty in </^is not empty. Exclud-

ing from this Interior the points jf satisfying one of the con-

ditions-. X1xtf)=Oy or Jim {jXit(r),%ar/}=f>0T A ^ ( W , / j

we get some open non-empty set ̂ ft/ otJ%, (We have used that

Jim{r-Xn/rl^O, Ytr*)*l<b and dimmer" d£m{^LM,ft(r^i}- 11<K. )

Let fo t^lj, Kni-XiXfi,{X*},Pi=Pi(t.). Let Lt be the stability subgroup

of the vector x(?°) in the Lorentz group, LjQc^p) the subgroup

of the Lorentz group, leaving the plane (x,f>) invariant. It is

obvious that </'»iLx=3t ^^JI)^, c/mLx/)Lp^ =i.

Proposition 1 along with the Poinoarfi invariance of </̂ C im-



pliea that for a sufficiently small neighbourhood J u, of the

unit element, the set of all /^ T such that

belongs to *Mz . Taking, in particular, /f =1 and A 5 (S\(L(y ./1LX)

zfc & , wo construct a JdJii such that

Jim{p*(f)tp,fr),Xdr!} = 3 , __
which contradicts the definition of «^5 •

Proposition 2 is proven.

Now we come to the 2-particle case.

Theorem. In a relativis~tic two-particle theory with invariant

world lines:

a) For every Y in a dense open subset of •.'" there exist a

neighbourhood U^P'(-P3) of If and a (smooth) function B(}*2}

on U such that the constraints ft and 5̂  are given by either

(2.10) or (2.20).

b) The space-time particle trajectories are (globally)

straight time-like lines.

Proof. Statement a) follows from Proposition 2 and Lemma 2

of Sec. 2B. (We use the fact that the points feJf satisfying in

some neighbourhood of X in4« one of the conditions a)-c) in

the proof of lemma 2 of Sao. 2B form a dense open set in»W .)

Statement b) follows from statement a) noting that &

is connected and the invariant world lines are closed.

Remark. Thtt faot that the space-time trajectories are

straight linea globally is a consequence of the corresponding

local statement and of the smoothness of world lines. In the

more general case when the space of states ./His allowed to have

a boundary (of. comment 2) at the end of Sec. A2) we oould also

have invariant piecewise straight lines as in the case consider-

ed in Seo. ID.
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